IN STORE, ONLINE, CURBSIDE, AND RIGHT TO YOUR DOOR,
your local independent bookstore delivers holiday joy everywhere.
Winners Just Announced

Booksellers from your favorite bookstores throughout the Greater Midwest selected these titles as award-winning books from the region this year. Celebrate these authors by shopping for their books at your local independent bookstore.

**FICTION**

*Everywhere You Don’t Belong*
Gabriel Bump
Algonquin Books
$25.95 | 9781616208790

*In the Dream House*
Carmen Maria Machado
Graywolf Press
$16.00 | 9781644450031

*Homie*
Danez Smith
Graywolf Press
$16.00 | 9781644450109

**NONFICTION**

*The Color of Law*
Richard Rothstein
An explosive, alarming history that exposes how America’s federal, state, and local governments in the 20th century deliberately imposed racial segregation on metro areas nationwide.

**POETRY**

*The Fountains of Silence*
Ruta Sepetys
Philomel Books
$11.99 | 9780399160318

*In a Map into the World*
Kao Kalia Yang
Carolrhoda Books
$17.99 | 9781536846586

See all finalists for the Heartland Booksellers Award at heartlandfallforum.org/heartland-booksellers-award.html
Great Reads

The Exiles
Christina Baker Kline
The author of #1 New York Times bestseller Orphan Train returns with an ambitious novel capturing the hardship, oppression, and hope of a trio of women in 19th century Australia.
Custom House
$27.99 | 9780062356345

Piranesi
Susanna Clarke
Bloomsbury
$27.00 | 9781635575637

Cuyahoga
Pete Beatty
A rollicking story of brothers, Big Son and Medium Son, set in 1830’s Ohio as Cleveland and Ohio City race to become the first great metropolis of the West. Pete Beatty’s debut novel is a tale like no other, told in a wholly original voice.
Scribner
$27.00 | 9781982155551

Midnight Sun
Stephenie Meyer
Return to the world of Twilight with this highly anticipated companion: the iconic love story of Bella and Edward from the vampire’s point of view.
Little, Brown
$27.99 | 9780316707046

To Sleep in a Sea of Stars
Christopher Paolini
To Sleep in a Sea of Stars is a brand-new epic novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Christopher Paolini.
Tor
$29.99 | 9781250762849

African American Poetry: 250 Years of Struggle & Song
Kevin Young, Editor
A literary landmark: the biggest, most inclusive anthology of Black poetry ever published, gathering nearly 250 poets from the colonial period to the present.
Library of America
$45.00 | 9781598536669

To Sleep in a Sea of Troubles
Harold Bloom
The last book written by the most famous literary critic of his generation. In passages of breathtaking intimacy, Bloom takes us on an invigorating journey of the immortal and sustaining power of poetry.
Yale University Press
$35.00 | 9780300247282

To Sleep in a Sea of Troubles
Harold Bloom
The last book written by the most famous literary critic of his generation. In passages of breathtaking intimacy, Bloom takes us on an invigorating journey of the immortal and sustaining power of poetry.
Yale University Press
$35.00 | 9780300247282

Great Reads

Return to Virgin River
Robyn Carr
Robyn Carr returns with a brand-new Virgin River novel just in time for the holidays. Virgin River is now a Netflix original series.
MIRA Books
$27.99 | 9780778388340

They Went Left
Monica Hesse
Little, Brown
$17.99 | 9780316490573

The Mirror Broken Wish
Julie C. Dao
The first title in a four-book fairy tale series that spans several centuries and follows a cursed family over several generations.
Disney Hyperion
$18.99 | 9781368046381
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Welcome Home
Myquillyn Smith
Myquillyn Smith uses her trademark cozy-minimalist principles to guide you through creating and enjoying a seasonally decorated home with more style and less stuff.
Zondervan Books
$26.99 | 9780310351831

Churchill’s Shadow Raiders
Damien Lewis
From the award-winning war reporter and author of Churchill’s Hellraisers comes the thrilling account of the Allies’ daring WWII raid to capture Germany’s secret radar installation.
Citadel Press
$27.00 | 9780806540634

Beyond Your Bubble
Tania Israel
“Strategies for connecting across the political divide.” — New York Times
“Practical advice for talking to those whose campaign yard signs make you wince.” — Publishers Weekly
American Psychological Association
Solved: How the World’s Great Cities Are Fixing the Climate Crisis
David Miller
Foreword by Bill McKibben
If our planet is going to survive the climate crisis, we need to act rapidly. In Solved, David Miller argues that cities are acting on climate change because they can.
Aeva UTP
$32.95 | 9781487506827

Make Life Beautiful
Syd & Shea McGee
Meet Syd and Shea McGee, the fastest-growing interior design studio in the U.S. Learn how classic design principles can be used to build an authentically beautiful life.
Harper Horizon
$26.99 | 9780785233879

A Farewell to Arms, Legs & Jockstraps
Diane K. Shah
Former sports columnist Diane K. Shaw offers an insightful look into the difficulties of navigating a male-dominated profession and the prejudices facing female sportswriters during the 60s and 70s.
Indiana University Press
$24.00 | 9781643511152

How the World Looks to a Bee
Don Glass, Editor
The perfect armchair companion for curious people who want to know more about the science of everyday life but have only a moment to spare, these fascinating stories will delight the child in all of us.
Indiana University Press
$15.00 | 9780253046260

The Lost Spells
Robert MacFarlane & Jackie Morris
The follow-up to the internationa...
Max Meow: Cat Crusader
John Gallagher
Calling all graphic novel fans! Meet Max Meow, Cat Crusader—a secret superhero with CAT-ITUDE in this purr-fectly awesome, hiss-terically funny new middle grade series. Random House
$12.99 | 9780593121054

Skunk and Badger
Amy Timberlake & Jon Klassen
Wallace and Gromit meets Winnie-the-Pooh in a fresh take on a classic odd-couple friendship, from Amy Timberlake with illustrations throughout by Jon Klassen. Algonquin Young Readers
$18.99 | 9781534482425

Black Heroes of the Wild West: Featuring Stagecoach Mary, Bass Reeves, and Bob Lemmons
James Otis Smith & Kadir Nelson
Explore American history with the true tales of three Black heroes of the Old West. Amulet
$16.95 | 9781943145515

Rowley Jefferson’s Awesome Friendly Adventure
Jeff Kinney
From the imagination of Rowley Jefferson comes an adventure of epic proportions. Don’t miss this awesome, fantasy quest from #1 international bestselling author Jeff Kinney. Amulet
$14.99 | 9781419749094

Tristan Strong Destroys the World
Kwame Mbalia
When Tristan’s grandmother is abducted from the Strong family farm, our hero must return to Alke to rescue her from a folklore villain. Rick Riordan Presents
The Silver Arrow
$17.99 | 9781368042383

The Book of Mythical Beasts and Magical Creatures
DK
Meet an incredible cast of mind-boggling fictional creations from all around the world and explore the history behind them in this beautifully illustrated children’s guide. DK
$19.99 | 9781465499752

My Emotions
Isabelle Filliozat, Virginie Limousin & Éric Veillé
A fun and amazingly photo-illustrated guide to bend the laws of space and time. Magnetic Press
$12.99 | 9781453831843

Everything Sad Is Untrue
Daniel Nayeri
Capturing the essence of A Thousand and One Nights, from middle-school humiliations to wondrous Persian myths, Nayeri’s powerful narrative offers hope for a world that ought to be. Levine Querido
$17.99 | 9781646140008

Are You There God? It’s Me, Margaret. Special Edition
Judy Blume
Celebrate the iconic legacy of Are You There God? It’s Me, Margaret with this special edition, featuring a deluxe faux-leather embossed cover that looks and feels as vibrant as the story within. Atheneum
$10.99 | 9781534482425

The Kid’s Book of Things to Do
Highlights
With over 530 activities, this book inspires kids to become active creators and delivers on the Highlights philosophy of helping kids become their best selves. Highlights Press
$24.99 | 9781684376421

The Chronicles of Narnia
C.S. Lewis
The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe, Prince Caspian, The Voyage of the Dawn Treader, The Silver Chair, The Horse and His Boy, The Magician’s Nephew, The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe, Prince Caspian, The Voyage of the Dawn Treader, The Silver Chair, The Horse and His Boy, The Magician’s Nephew
Levine Querido
$35.00 | 9781733329293

Rebel Girls
Elena Favilli
Travel the world and be home by bedtime! Discover 100 new and beautifully illustrated stories about extraordinary immigrant women from the past and present. Rebel Girls
$35.00 | 9781733329293
**Children's**

- **The Night Before Christmas**
  - Storybook by Clement C. Moore
  - Hardcover: $17.99 | 9780062869463
  - The classic poem with a modern and adventure in this heartwarming Christmas storybook narrated by Jeff Bridges.

- **A Very Fiona Christmas**
  - Graphic Novels by Richard Cowdrey
  - Hardcover: $17.99 | 9781534453838
  - Join everyone's favorite hippo, Fiona, and all her lovable animal friends for their first heartwarming Christmas adventure through the zoo to find the answer to the question, “What’s Christmas?”

- **Unicorns Are the Worst!**
  - Hardcover by Alex Willan
  - Hardcover: $17.99 | 9781338574852
  - Perfect for fans of Dragons Love Tacos and Unicorn Thinks He’s Pretty Great, this wildly funny, imaginative book celebrates the value of differences as a grumpy goblin gets to know his unicorn neighbors.

- **Natalie’s self-confidence**
  - Hardcover by Maria Scrivan
  - Hardcover: $17.99 | 9781380767817
  - Natalie has never felt that she is enough—athletic enough, stylish enough, or talented enough. On top of that, she is not even cool enough for her best friend.

- **Nat Enough**
  - Hardcover by Maria Scrivan
  - Hardcover: $17.99 | 9781380767718
  - Natalie has never felt that she is enough—athletic enough, stylish enough, or talented enough. On top of that, she is not even cool enough for her best friend.

- **Forget Me Nat**
  - Hardcover by Maria Scrivan
  - Hardcover: $17.99 | 9781400288643
  - Natalie feels confident. Her talents are being recognized, she has supportive friends, and she is spending a ton of time with her crush, Derek. But when Derek tells Natalie that he just wants to be friends, Natalie’s self-confidence quickly changes to self-doubt.

- **Nat Enough**
  - Hardcover by Maria Scrivan
  - Hardcover: $17.99 | 9781380767718
  - Natalie has never felt that she is enough—athletic enough, stylish enough, or talented enough. On top of that, she is not even cool enough for her best friend.

- **Hello, Arnie!**
  - Hardcover by Laurie Keller
  - Hardcover: $14.99 | 9781400314232
  - Arnie knows all the pastries in the bakery. Except one—YOU!

- **A Thousand No’s**
  - Hardcover by D.J. Corchin & Dan Dougherty
  - Hardcover: $17.99 | 9781454934271
  - Sometimes getting a NO — but a NO can actually help great ideas become the best ideas!

- **A Thousand No’s**
  - Hardcover by D.J. Corchin & Dan Dougherty
  - Hardcover: $17.99 | 9781454934271
  - Sometimes getting a NO — but a NO can actually help great ideas become the best ideas!

- **Cocoa’s Cranky Christmas**
  - Hardcover by Derrick Barnes & Gordon C. James
  - Hardcover: $9.99 | 9781400221943
  - Cocoa’s Cranky Christmas will have kids singing, clapping, and barking through every colorful board book page. This interactive holiday book features zany minimalist art and a grumpy dog named Cocoa.

- **The Night Before Christmas: Soundboard Edition**
  - Hardcover by Clement Moore & Charles Santore
  - Hardcover: $17.99 | 9781338538199
  - The Night Before Christmas: Bring Christmas to life with & Charles Santore.

- **The Night Before Christmas: Storybook**
  - Hardcover by Clement Moore
  - Hardcover: $17.99 | 9781338538243
  - The Night Before Christmas: Bring Christmas to life with & Charles Santore.

- **Forget Me Nat**
  - Hardcover by Maria Scrivan
  - Hardcover: $17.99 | 9781380767817
  - Natalie feels confident. Her talents are being recognized, she has supportive friends, and she is spending a ton of time with her crush, Derek. But when Derek tells Natalie that he just wants to be friends, Natalie’s self-confidence quickly changes to self-doubt.

- **Nat Enough**
  - Hardcover by Maria Scrivan
  - Hardcover: $17.99 | 9781380767718
  - Natalie has never felt that she is enough—athletic enough, stylish enough, or talented enough. On top of that, she is not even cool enough for her best friend.
THANK YOU for shopping at your local independent bookstore

Cover and interior illustrations by Maria Scrivan, author and illustrator of Nat Enough and Forget Me Nat (Scholastic).